The goal of the Adapted Design Seminar is to bring together national experts, students from various disciplines, and individuals with a range of abilities. Based on the motto ‘Nothing About Us Without Us’ the seminar will educate all who attend about the numerous challenges within field of Adapted Design.
Friday, October 9th, 4pm to 8pm
4:00  Welcome
4:15  Tim Davis - Flaghouse Products, Recreation & Physical Education
5:00  Michele Lobo and Martha Hall - FUNctional Fashion & GoBabyGo
5:45  Joseph Clifford and Skip Meetze - e-NABLE
6:30  Panel Discussion - Athletes
7:00  Reception

Saturday, October 10th, 9am to 5pm
9:00  Student Presentation - Power Soccer with Peyton Seflick, Captain CNY United
9:45  Student Presentation - Jowonio Preschool Ballet for All with Lisa Neville
10:30 Student presentation - TRAID Access - CNY with David Selover
11:15 Peyton Seflick and Eddie Zaremba - What is a collaborative station?
    Lunch
12:45  Collaborative stations and equipment fair open
3:30  Collaborative station take-away s / key insights posted
4:15  Groups form around key ideas to generate preliminary design concepts

Sunday, October 11th, 9am to 12pm
9:00  Groups form around key ideas to generate preliminary design concepts
11:30 Framing Opportunities
12:00 Closing statements